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Summary 

lnformat1on from the unusual collapse and rebuilding of 1nd1V1dual penae1d stocks w1th1n the Western Australian 
mult1·Spec1es t rawl r,shenes ass1sts 1n develop1ng populat1on models for penae1ds and 1dent 1fies potent1ally 

vulnerable prawn stocks The Exmouth Gulf stock of Penaeus mergwens•s collapsed tn the 1960s and has not 
recovered The P esculemus stocks 1n Shark Bay and Exmouth Gulf suffered recru1tment overiish1ng dunng the 
early 1980s. out s1gn1f1cant reduct1ons m the rtsh1ng effort d"ected at th1s spec1es have resulted 1n mcreased 
breed1ng stock and 1mproved catches: spawntng stock-recruitment relauonsh1ps have been developed for the 
two P escu/entus st ocks No such relat1onsh1p IS clear for the Penoeus /otlsu/cotus stock 1n Shark Bay, but the data 

suggest that recru1tment may be mnuenced by an env1ronmental effect at t he t1me of recrUitment The ab1hty of 
a f1shery to exert h1gh levels of pre-spaw n1ng f1sh1ng mortal1ty IS a common factor 1n penae1d fishenes showmg 
recru1tment overiish1ng Local geography. the pos1t1on of the fishery w1th1n a speoes range. the presence of 

othe.- speoes 1n a fishery. and the catchabtlity. appear to affect suscept1blitty to overiishmg. 

The pt:naeid p rawn stocks, Y.'hich suppo rt major tropical and 
subtropical fisheries throughout the world , have historically 
been r~garded as resil ient to recruitment overflshing. U ntil 

rhe early 1980s, there were no documented spawning 
stock- recruitment re lationships (SRRs) fo r penaeids, and it 
was believed that the well-documented environmental effects 
on recru itment were m ore likely to be the cause of the 
rypicall y large catch variarions from penaeid fi sheries (see 
Garcia 1983 for review). In add it ion to environmencally 
d ri ven variations in recru itment obscuring any underl ying 
SRR, data lim itations have also cont ri buted to the d iffi culties 

in developing reliable recruitment and, 
spawning stock in dices for the study of SRRs 
(G ulland 1984) . 

particu larly, 

for penaeids 

Events in the multi-species penaeid fisheries of Western 
Australia (WA) during the early 1980s (Penn and Caputi 1985), 
however, led to renewed scientific debate about the po tential 

impact of fishing on such stocks. Significant reductions in 
recruitment of tiger prawn swcks in Shark Bay and Exm outh 
Gulf, and evidence of a discernible SRR (Penn and Capuri 
1986), have led to wider acceptance that specific management 
action to maintain breeding stock levels will be requi red for 
some penaeid fisheries. 
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The purpose of this paper is w revtew and update the spawning 

stock and recruirmem relationships developed for Western 

Australian penaeid stocks, and ro use these data wit:h 

information from other n:corded cases of penaeid recruitmen t 

overfishing ro identify stocks in situations m which 

precautionary management strategies should be adopted . 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN CASE STUDIES 

Industrial fishing for penaeid prawns began along the WA 

coastline during rhe early 1960s and has been subject ro a staged 

development under a system oflimited-enrry fishing regulations 

(Bowen and Hancock 1984). [n the early 1960s rwo major WA 

fisheries developed along the desert coastline at Shark Bay 

(26°5) and at Exmourh Gulf (22°5). Smaller d iscrete fisheries 

operati ng off rhe coast at Onslow, Nickol Bay, and in rhe 

Kimberley Bays (fig. I) developed in the late 1960s to early 

1970s, and a new fishery began off Broome in rhe mid 1980s. 

Limited enrry management arrangements for each of rhcse 

fisheries were introduced during 1980-90. 

The dominant species in these fisheries, in order of importance, 

are western king prawns (P. latisulcatus), brown tiger prawns 

(P esculmtw}, banana prawns (P merguiensis) and endeavour 

prawns (Metapenaew endeavoun), wit:h total carchcs in rhe order 

of3500 r having been taken by approximately 90 vessels in 1994 

(Ano n. 1996). Scientific literature coveri ng the biological and 

fishery dara used ro manage the most abundant stocks in the two 

major fisher ies has been summarized by Penn et al. (1989). 

EXMOUTH GULF FISHERY 

The trawl fishery in Exmourh G ulf exploits four species: banana 

prawns, tiger prawns, western king prawns, and endeavour 
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Fig. 1. Outline of the Western Australian coastline showing the areas 

of the major prawn trawl fisherie s. 
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prawns, wirh banana prawn and tiger prawn stocks showing a 

h igh degree of annual variability (Fig. 2). The fleet was 

developed incrementally under limited-entry management ro a 

maximum of 23 vessels in 1979-82; however, rh is number has 

subsequently been reduced ro 19 (] 984) and 16 ( 1990) rh rough 

industry-funded buy-back arrangements. 

Banana prawn stock 

Trawling for prawns in Exmourh Gulf began in 1963 with a 

small fleet that fished in daylight for schools of banana prawns 

(52 r taken) . However, after rb ree years of fishing (1964, 60 r; 

1965. 57 r; 1966, 39 t), rhe catch declined to 22 r in 1967, and 

by 1968 was an insignificant proportion of the fishery. During 

1965 and 1966, the fleet switched to night fishing on rhe more 

abundant bur less catch able tiger and king prawns. Although no 

longer targeted by the fleet, small catches of banana prawns (less 

rhan 1 t) have conti nued ro be recorded in most subsequent 

years, indicating that the species is still present bur at a 

consistently low level. On three occasions since 1967, schools of 

banana prawns have occurred associated with years o f high 

summer rainfall (1976, 17 t; 1990, 5 t; 1995, 9 t}; however, on 

each occasion catches have nor been sustained. 

Noting that this banana prawn stock is at t:he southern limit of 

the species range, the decline in recruitment during the 1960s 
could be attributed ro either a change in an unknown 

environmental factor that significantly reduced recruit survival, 

or ro an adverse effect of fishing on spawner abundance that led 

ro lower numbers of recmirs, or ro both factors . The consistent 

occurrence of frshable quanti ties (schools) during surveys prior 
to the development of the fishery and then for three years at low 

levels of fish ing effo rt (Pcnn 1984) supports rhe hypothesis that 
the effect of fishing pressure has been a significant contributing 

factor. Similarly. the fa ilu re of the stock to rebuild ro p revious 

production levels, i.e. above 50 t, despite the occurrence over a 
29-year period of the high-rainfall conditions usually favourable 

to this species, adds further support to the hypothesis that 

fishing has had a negative impact. 

Tiger prawn stock 

Nigh t trawling targeti ng riger prawns had become the major 

fishing activity in Exmourh Gulf by 1966. Tiger prawns 

dominated the catch through to 1980, bur with significant 

year-to-year variations in production (Fig. 2). These annual 

catch variat ions from 200 to 1200 t appear to be related to 
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Fig. 2. Catches of the major prawn species taken in the Exmouth Gulf 

fishery (1963- 95) and nominal hours of trawling effort. 
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cyclone events, although nor all cyclones produced good 
catches (Penn and Capuri 1986). In 1981 and 1982 a 
significanr decline in recrui tment, following an escalation in 
effective fishing effort through vessel replacements and targeted 
fishing on new recruits , raised concerns that recruitment 
overfishing had occurred (Penn and Caputi 1985). From the 
very detailed database for this stock, a strong relationship 
between spawning stock levels in Spring, and subsequent 
Autumn recruitment to rhe fishery and cyclonic activity 
measured as rainfall was developed (Penn and Caputi I 986). 

This first recorded SRR for a penaeid stock has been 
subsequently updated (Penn et al. 1995; Caputi et al. 1997), 
and with current years added is shown in Figure 3. Although 
the basic SRR remains evident (r = 0.64), the initial hypothesis 

to explain the positive and negative impacts of cyclones (Penn 
and Caputi 1986) has not been supported by recent data. 
However, exclusion of the two years with extreme cyclone 
events ( 1971 and 1975) from the analysis shows a continuing 
strong relationship between spawning srock and recruitment in 
typical environmental circumstances (r = 0.74) . Further assess
ment of the effects of cyclones on the SRR is consrrained by the 
limited number of cyclone events occurring. 

The ability to demonst rate a SRR for this stock exists because of a 
number of unusual factors. There is relatively little environmental 
variabiliry in Exrnouth Gulf, and those variations that do occur 
are significant and discrete 'events'. Secondly, there is a detailed 
database for the fishery which includes the necessary 'contrast' in 
the spawning-stock levels to allow recruitment to be assessed at 
both high and low spawning-stock levels. Similarly, the database 
contains sufficient contrast in levels of effort to allow the impact 
of fishing on survival to spawning to be assessed. The decline in 
effort through the early 1980s came about through radical 
management action including roster fishing by only one-third of 
the fleet during the recruitment period (March-April) and the 
closure of the whole tiger prawn area before and during spawning 
(August to November) in several years. 

The impact of fishing as the major cause of the decline in 
spawning stock was demonstrated by the within-season 
relationship between an index of recruitment, effective fishing 
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Fig. 3 . Relationship between spawning stock and recruitment for tiger 
prawns (P. esculentus) in Exmouth Gulf. Recruitment year is shown, with 
summer rainfall (mm) in parenthesis. 
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effort, and subsequent spawner index (abundance) (Penn and 
Caputi 1986). In an update by Penn et al. (1995) this 

relationship continues to show a significant multiple correlation 
(r"' 0.95). The effect of fishing is confi rmed by the response of 
the breeding stock, and subsequent recruitment , to managemenr 
changes that reduce fishing effort and mortality. 

When the recruitment-ro-spawner relationship (RSR) and the 

SRR are combined (Penn and Caputi 1986), the SRR and RSR 
intersect (i.e. the spawning stock and recruitment are in 
equilibrium) at about 40 000 h effective fishing effort. This level 

of fishing effort has been shown historically to result in the 
maximum sustainable catch of just over 400 t (Caputi 1992); 
however, the occurrence of catches below this level in more recent 
years may be due to targeting oflarger prawns for market reasons. 

Following the collapse of the tiger prawn stock in 1982, 
management arrangements were introduced to reduce pre

spawning effort on tiger prawns (Penn et al. 1989). The 
resulting variable closure of the tiger prawn grounds is designed 
to allow a constant escapement of tiger prawns sufficient to 
provide an optimal level of spawning stock irrespective of annual 

recruit strength. 

King prawn stock 

The king prawn stock is most abundant in the northernmost 
oceanic sector of the Gulf. Production of this species lagged 
behind that from the tiger prawn stock in the early I 960s before 
becoming a regular component ofthe fishery by 1970 (Fig. 2). 
The subsequent annual production reflects the overall effort in 
the fishery, as well as the level of targeting of king prawn areas by 
the fleet. The level of targeting has generally been a function of 
the annual abundance of king prawns relative tO the tiger prawns 
that occur in the more protected southern sector of the Gulf. No 
specific SRR analysis has yet been undertaken on this stock, but 
the production from the stock since 1982 (Fig. 2) does allow 
some SRR issues to be examined. 

W ith the decline in tiger prawns (1982), management measures 
were introduced in 1983 to close the southern half of the Gulf 

and refocus all of the effort omo the more northern king prawn 
grounds where spawning by king prawns occurs (Penn 1980). 
This significant additional effort was permined on the basis that 
the swck would be resilient to fishing (Penn 1984). The annual 
production from this stock (after 1983) now ranges from about 
300 t to 500 t (mean 415 t) compared with 200-400 t (mean 
291 t) in the previous decade, a 40% increase. 

This increased targeted effort on king prawns has clearly 
resulted in higher catch levels and t herefore can be assumed to 

have decreased the abundance of spawning king prawns over 
an extended period. Despite these changes there has been no 
downward trend in king prawn catch and rhe typical cycle of 
variation, presumably due to some environmental effects on 
recruit survival, has continued. With the effective closure of 

the tiger prawn fishery, levels of effort similar ro those that had 
collapsed the tiger prawn stock were transferred to the king 
prawn stock; hence, it can be inferred that king prawns are less 
likely to be susceptible to recruitment overfishing in this 
fishery at least. 



Endeavour prawn stock 

T he endeavour prawn stock rends to overlap the d istribution of 

the tiger prawns in rhe southern secro r of rhe Gulf and, to some 
extent, the king prawns in rhe north (Penn et al. 1989) . lt is a 
lower-value species, and effort is generally nor targeted towards 
its caprure, rhus making the interpretation of the catch and 
catch-per-unir-effort (CPUE) data more complex. No SRR 
analysis has been undertaken on this stock; however, production 
did not decline in parallel with the tiger prawn stock despite the 

applica tion of similar fishing pressure during the late 1970s and 
early 19!l0s. From rhis carch history it appears rhar rhe 
endeavour prawn srock in Exmourh G ulf is less likely ro be 

affected by fishing than the tiger prawn stock. 

SHARK BAY FISHERY 

The fishery for prawns in Shark Bay began in 1962, following 
exploratory fishing in the late 1950s. The major species raken 
are western king prawns and tiger prawns, wirh endeavour 
prawns and a variery of smaller species (coral prawns) taken as a 
minor bycatch. Since the early 1980s, the dynamics of the 
fishery have also been affected by the availabi liry of a scallop 

species (Amusium ballotr) , which is raken as a bycarch. This 
actively-swimming scallop provides a highly variable trawl catch 
ranging between 500 rand 20 000 t live weight annually, with a 
'rypical' year producing approximately 3000 r. The scallops are 
taken as a bycatch by rhe dedicated prawn trawl fleet (27 vessels) 
and as a target catch by a dedicared fleet of I 4 fu ll-rime scallop 
trawlers. The availabil iry of scallops can have a highly variable 
impact on the prawn fishery and cause significant bias in rhe 
prawn catch rates in some years. The scallop stock largely 
overlaps rhe distribution of the mature spawning segment of the 
king prawn srock (Penn 1980) and therefore causes rhe greatest 
bias in rhe king prawn catch-effort information. On some 
occasions (Fig. 4) , when the scallops have been very abundant, 

e.g. I 991 - 93, their presence has effectively reduced the effort on 
prawns by reducing the maximum duration of prawn trawl shots 
from approximately 1.5 h to a few minutes, afrer which the 
catches became too heavy ro bring on board. 

King prawn stock 

Trawling for king prawns began in the southern sheltered waters 
of the Bay in I 962. By I 970 king prawn catches had increased 
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Fig. 4. Catches of the two major prawn species and scallops (meat 
weight) taken from the Shark Bay fishery ( 1962- 95) and nominal hours of 
trawling by the prawn fleet. 
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ro approximately I 000 r and all pans of rhe stock were being 
exploited. Managemenr of rhe fishery was based on a limited
enrry system (Bowen and Hancock 1984), which allowed 
controlled expansion of rhe fleet. Management was, however, 
fairly conservative, because a severe short-term decline in king 
prawn catches in rhe I 966 and 1967 seasons had raised concerns 
abour the susrainability of rhe swck and/or the habitat. Both 
carch and fleet size were expanded through ro tht: end of rhe 

1970s, before the decline in the alternative riger prawn stock 
caused a reassessment of the optimum fishing effort . 
Subsequently (I 990) , an indusrry-funded buy-back scheme was 
introduced, which reduced the fleet from 35 to 27. 

Assessment of the status of the king prawn stock has 
traditionally focussed on srock production models (Hall and 
Per111 1979; Penn l't al. 1989), to set rarger levels of effort. More 
recen tly, Capuri et al. (1997) investigated the relat ionship 
between stock and recruitment and found no sign ificant 
relationship up to present levels of effort. However, a 
relationship between recrui tment and an environmental factor 

(Caputi et al. I 996; Lenamon et al. 1991 ) has been fou nd. This 
positive correlation ( r = 0.51) was between recru itment and sea 
level (sea level reflects the strength of the Leeuwin Current, 
which brings warm tropical warer to the Bay in autumn- winter 
each yea r). The hypothesis proposed ro explain this effect is that 
temperature affects catchabili ty (Penn 1984; Joll and Penn 
I 990) and/or growth of king prawns at recrui tment time 
(April- May). Examination of the effects of spawning stock and 
environment (sea level) simultaneously (Fig. 5) confi rms that 
spawning srock does nor have a significant influence on 
recruitment. 

T he king prawn stock ap pears ro be fairly resilient ro fishing 
pressure in Shark Bay; with the decl ine in the alternative species 
(tiger prawns) in the 1980s, additional targeting of effort 
towards king prawns occurred, which appears to have resulted in 
increased carch levels from the same level of recruits but no 
longer-term reduction in recruitment. T he lower ca rches since 
I 989 appear ro be the result oflower effort levels resulti ng from 
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Fig. 5. Relationship between spawning stock, re cruitment and sea level 
(reflecting the inOuence of the Leeuwin Current) fo r the king prawn 
stock in Shark Bay, derived from the indices described in Caputi et al. 
( 1997). Recruitment year is shown, with sea level in parenthesis. 
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the buy-back scheme and an unusually weak Leeuwin Current 
in the early 1990s due ro an extended El Niiio Sou thern 
Osci llat ion (ENSO) cvem (Caputi et al. 1996), and a 

corresponding increase in abundance of scallops. This unusually 
high biomass of scal lops both biased the king prawn CPUE 
dara, on which the recruitment index is based, and reduced the 

effo rr on king prawns, rhus resulti ng in lower catch. The 
imeractions of these facrors are still being evaluated, bur the 
retum of catches to expected levels of 1 000 to 1200 t wirh the 
end o l' the 3-4-year ENSO evenr. and higher effo rt levels, 
suggest that catch downturn was driven by the enviro nment 
rather than by spawning stock abundance. 

Tiger prawn stock 

Fishing fo r tiger prawns de,•eloped as an activity secondary to 

fishing fo r ki ng prawns but became a major part of the catch in 
the mid 1960s. Du ring the 1970s, tiger prawn catch es 
increased ro an ave rage of about 650 t per year (Fig. 4) and 
tended tO have a reciprocal relationship with king prawn 

ca tches each year owing to targeting by the vessels. Following 
an increase in effective effort on tiger prawns in the late 1970s, 

resulting from vessel replacemems and improved targe ting on 
localized areas of high tiger prawn abundance using radar 
technology, the catch declined to an average of 300 t during 
t.he 1980s (Fig. 4). Assessment of this decline indicated th at 
recruitment of tiger prawns was strongly correlated with 
spawning stock levels, and that fishing effort had been 
responsible fo r reduced spawning stock levels (Penn et al. 
1989). No significant environmental effect on recruitment to 

explain this decline could be idenrified. 

Examination of the SRR (Fig. 6) updated from Pcn n et al. 
( 1995) indicates that the original assessment that recruit ment 
declined as a result of reduced breeding stock levels cont inues 
to be supported (r ~ 0.64) by the data from addit ional years 
(Caput i et al. 1997). Because tiger prawns form only a minor 
proportion of the catch from Shark Bay, management action ro 
improve levels of tiger prawn breeding stocks was not 
introduced until the late 1980s. This lack of management 
acrion when compared with the situa tion in Exmouth Gulf has 
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Fig. 6. Relationship between spawning stock and recruitment for t iger 
prawns in Shark Bay ( 1966-95). Data points show the year of recruitment. 
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enabled the two fisheries to be treated as a fonuirous case of 

experimental management, with the Shark Bay srock being a 
'conrrol ' for Ex mo uth Gulf for a period of ren years (Penn et al. 
1995). A further implication flowing from rhc Shark Bay 

assessment is that the tiger prawn srock in this fishery appears 
ro have reached a recruitmem equilibri um ar about 300 t 
production, equiva lent ro a recruitment index of 250-350 in 
the 1980s (Fig. 6) . T he increase in tiger prawn recruitment 
since 199 1 appears to be due to an increase in spawning stock 
(Caputi et al. 1997), as a result of an overall reduction in effort 
due to a buy-back scheme and because most prawn trawlers 

focussed on scallop and ki ng prawn areas , away from t iger 
prawn areas. 

Conrrol of explo itation in the Shark Bay prawn fishery is 
achieved by a system of both temporal and spatial closures 
primarily aimed at optimizing the yield of rhe more abundant 

king prawns. Owing to the largely overlapping disrriburion of 
the king and tiger prawns, specific management ro protect 
breeding stocks of rhe more suscep tible tiger prawns has been 
restricted to overall con trols on effon through the seasonal 
closure system (Penn et al. 1989), and to a general buy-back 
scheme in 1990. This buy-back scheme was designed co provide 
effort levels corresponding tO equilibrium catches of about I I 00 
t of king prawns and 500 to 600 t of tiger prawns, while 
maintaining tiger prawn spawner indices of approximately 5 kg 
h 1

• In 1996, however, a new specific closure ro protect tiger 
prawn spawni ng areas before and during the August to October 
spawning season (Penn et al. 1995) has been proposed. This 
system is being modelled on the Exmouth Gulf pre-spawning 
closure system, which is designed to leave an optimal (safe) level 
of spawning stock each year. 

REVIEW OF PENAEIO RECRUITMENT OVERFISHING 

In reviewing data from a number of penaeid fisheries prior to 
198 1, Penn (1 984) hypothesized thar more-catchable species 
should be first ro show evidence of recruitment overfishing. 
Using data from observations in aquaria , Penn ( 1984) 

categorized penaeid species inro three broad 
behavioural-catchability types, of which the more catchable 
type-2 and type-3 schooling species were expeaed to be most 
susceptible co fishing. Subsequent field experiments (Penn, 
unpublished) using the methods of Joll and Penn (1990) have 
confirmed the differences in catchabil ity in the field between the 
type- ! (lowest catchability) and type-2 (medium catchability) 
species which provide the majority of the Western Australian case 

studies. In reviewing the hypothesis of Penn ( 1984) and the 
subsequent fare of the various species in the Western Austral ian 
fisheries it is apparent that these particular stocks generally fir the 
1984 hypothesis. However, a number of other stocks (Table 1) 
now considered ro have suffered from recruitment overfishing are 

not all type-2 or type-3 species. Conversely, a number of type-3 
stocks identified as being at h igh risk by Penn (1984), e.g. P 
merguiensis (Gulf of Carpenraria, Staples et al. 1995) and P 
seriftrus (Gulf of Mexico, N ance ' 199 5), have continued without 
significant change since 1981. Sim ilarly. the heavily fished type-2 
stock of P aztecus in the Gulf of Mexico (Nance 1995) has shown 
a slight increasing trend in recruitment since the 1960s. 

------ -



Table I. Pe naeid prawn st o cks considered to have suffe red 
from recruitm en t overlish ing, their behaviour 
catch ability type (afte r Penn 1984), and refe rence 

Type l (low) P. latisufcatus 
(South Australia) 

P. latisufcatus 
(South Aust ralia) 

Type 2(medium) P. esculentus 

P. esculentus 

P. esculentusA 

P. semisulcatus 

Type 3(high) P. mergu•ensis 

P. seu(erus 

Gulf St Vincent Morgan ( 1995) 

Venus Bay Anon. ( 1978) 

Exmouth Gulf Penn et al. ( 1995) 
(VVestern Aust ralia) 

Shark Bay Penn et al. ( 1995) 
(VVestern Australia) 

Gulf of Carpemaria Somers ( 1994} 
(No rthern Australia) 

Saudi Arabia 
(Arabian Gulf) 

Morgan and 
Garcia ( 1982) 

Exmouth Gulf Penn et al. ( 1989) 
(VVestern Australia) this paper 

Western Gulf Gracia ( 1996) 
of Mexico (Mexico) 

ARecruitment o•erlishing has not been formally reported for this stock; 
however, a significant reduction in pre-spawning fishing effort has been 
legislated, and catches ha• e returned to about hall ol the historical peak 
production level. 

DISCUSSION 

Subsequent to the reviews of the possibilities fo r recruitment 
overfishing in penaeid fisheries (Garcia 1983; Penn 1984), two 
clearly documented cases of recruitment overfishing have now 
been reported for P. escuim tus stocks in WA (Penn and Caputi 
I 986; Penn et al. 1995) . Data on P. esculentus in rhe Gu lf of 
Carpenraria (Somers I 994) also suggest that recruitment 
overfishing may have contributed 10 a significant reduction in 
catch from that fishery. Recruitment overfishing is also apparent 
in rwo of rhc three srocks of P latisulcattts in Sourh Austral ia 
(J. Keesing, pers. comm.; Morgan 1995) and has occurred with 
P srtiftrus in Mexico (Gracia 1991 ). The historically dep leted 
stock of P merguiensis in Exmouth Gulf (Penn 1984) has also 
failed to recover over a 25-year period. Similarly the previously 
significant fishery fo r school ing P semisulcarus in Arabian G ul f 

waters has apparently not recovered to its levels of the I 950s and 
1960s, although some sectors have staged shorr-lived recoveries, 
e.g. off Saud i Arabia (Morgan and Garcia 1982), fo llowing 

significant reduct ions in fishing activity. 

Although the number of srock fa ilures tn which recru itment 
overfishing has been implicated have increased duri ng the 
1980s, the majority of penaeid stocks still continue to show 
considerable resistance ro fishing pressure. In most of these 
resilient penaeid stocks, variation in recruitmem is more often 
related to environmem al influences on recruitment (Staples 
et a! 1995) rather than to breeding stock abundance, although 

these data are rarely avai lable. Such correlations between 
recruitment and environmental facto rs have mosrly been shown 
in temperate and subtropical stocks where such environmental 
variation is probably greater. Conversely, recruitment variability 

should be less in u opical fisheries where most penaeid stocks 
live; however. recruitmenr in these areas has received lit tle 
research attention ro dare (Staples et al 1995). 

PROTECTING VULNERABLE STOCKS IN M ULTI- SPECIES P RAWN FISHERIES 

T here are also many penaeid fisheries where significant multi
year cycles in catches occur and an environmental influence on 
recruitment is assumed bm cannot be identified. In these 

situations there is a possibility, yet to be evaluated, that heavy 
bur intermittent fishing pressure on spawning stocks could 
generate such cycles in recrui tment. For example rhe SRR/RSR 
model developed for the Ex mouth G ulf riger prawn stock (Penn 

and Caputi 1986) suggests that if fish ing severely depletes a 
stock and the fleet moves away when recruitmenr fails, the stock 
would recover fully in two seasons from an almost total collapse. 
That is, wirh a relatively mobile fleet focussing heavy fishing 
pressure on a series of stocks, there is the potential to generate 
three- or four-year cycles in recruit abundance, which would 

give the appearance of being environmentally d riven. 

f'enn ( 1984) hypothesized that more-carchable species would be 
the first to show the effects of fishing on spawning stocks and 
exhibit recruitment overfishing. T he present review ind icates 
thar there are now examples from all three catchability types in 
which recrui tment overfish ing has been implicated. Further 
exam ination of the three depleted Western Australian stocks 
(Penn and CapU!i 1985, 1986; Penn et al. 1995) indicates a 
number of factors in addition to catchabiliry that appear to have 

contributed to the decline in spawning stocks and recruitment. 
Firstly, both P esrulentus stocks aggregate or concentrate at t ime 
of spawning, owing to their geographic situation in embaymems 
and their preference for discrete and spatially restricted habitats. 
Secondly, both stocks are exploited in multi-species situations. 
where there is sufficient overlap to allow the alternative species 
(P. !atisuicatus) to effectively subsidize the cost of fishing. This 
has allowed fishi ng to continue to reduce spawner biomass to 

levels normally uneconomic ro trawl. Another factor common to 
these srocks has been the more restricted spawning season for the 
tiger prawns near the sou thern limit of their range (Jar. 
22-26.S); this has allowed a high level of pre-spawning effort. In 
both t iger p rawn stocks, the reduction in spawning biomass has 

been to approximately 20% of virgin levels before recruitment 
reductions became evidem in the catch. In contrast, the 
alternative low-catchability type- 1 species in these fisheries, 
P latisulcatus, does not aggregate at spawning, is nm habi tat 
specific, and is in rhe middle of its geographic range (Penn 
1980); in these stocks, spawning is protracted and a low 

proportion of the fish ing effort is pre-spawn ing. 

Examination of the other cases of possible recruitmem over

fishing suggests that the position of stock within the species 
geographic range could be a common fac tor. For example, the 
two P. !atisulcatus stocks in South Australia arc at the extreme end 
of the range of the species (Jar. 35°S) where they can be expected 
(Penn 1980) to have a particularly shore spawning season and do 

not start spawning um il their second year of li fe (M organ 1995). 
In South Australia the majority of fishing efforr and hence 
morrali ry can therefore occur prior to spawning. Both G ulf St 
Vincent and Venus Bay swcks also occur in embayments, which 
are likely to cause stock aggregation at spawning time. The 
P. semisulcatus stocks in the Arabian Gulf are in a similar 
situation, being ar the northern limit of their range (30°N), and 
rhey sometimes exhibit schooling (aggregation behaviour) at high 
srock sizes (Morgan and Garcia 1982; Penn 1984). thereby 
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Table 2. Frequency of some risk fa ctors co nt ributing to ide nt ifie d cases o f r ecruitment overlishing. A bbrevia t ions in parentheses 
refer to localit ies identified in Tab le I 

Risk Factors 

Em bayment Loca t io n Ra nge Position Catchability Type Multi/S ingle Species 

P fausulcaws (GSV) Yes Edge 

P lat•wlcatus {VB) Yes Edge 

P escu/entus (EG) Yes Edge 

P. esculentus (SB) Yes Edge 

P escufenws (GO C) N o Middle 

P semisulcatus (AG) No Edge 

P merguiens•s (EG) Yes Edge 

P seti(erus (M ex) No Middle 

increasing the potential impact of fishing. Similarly, P. mergt~iensis 
in Exmouth G ulf (Penn and Caputi 1986) is a (h ighly 

aggregating) schooling species at the sou thern limit of its range 

Oat. 22°S), where hisroric fi sh ing would have occurred mostly in 

the pre-spawning period. 

ln contrast , the tiger prawn stock (P. esculentus) in the Gulf of 

Carpenraria, which has shown signs of recruitment depression 

(Somers 1994) is closer to the centre of its geographic range, 
and is no t confined in an embayment. However, in one of th e 

major fishing areas in the northwestern Gulf the stock does 

tend m be concentrated in rd arively discrete areas, owing tO the 

presence of islands where a large h ighly sophisticated fleet 

congregates each year. 

In summary, thi s review of instances of recruitment ovcrfishing 

idemified during thei past decade suggests that a combination of 

factors has usually conrributed ro the cases in which a reduction 

of spawning swck ap pears to have led eo recru itment fai lure. 

T hese examples suggest that the stocks at higher risk are those 

where the circumstances of rhe stOck and associated fishery 

enable the generation of sign ificant pre-spawning fish ing 
morraliry. This is ofren most likely in siruations where the 

species is at the edge of irs geographic range so rhar spawning 
seaso n and hence egg production is more limited (Penn 1980). 

T hese fisheries also tend to be in localities where direct 

environmental effecrs on recruit variabi lity are likely to be 

grearesr, and where low stock sizes can also occur by chance 

because of environmental effecrs bur are then maintained low if 

heavy fishing effon conrinues. Similarly, a variery o f factors, e.g. 

behaviour (aft:er Penn 1984) and habitat preference, can 

contribute w the increased catchabiliry and exploitation of a 

stock. Equally, the situation of mi nor species in a multiple-stock 

fishery can conrribure to unusually h igh levels of fishing 

morraliry. The frequency of occurrence of these factors for rhe 

eight stocks identified in Table I shows thar embayment and 

geographic range facto rs occur in five and six cases, thar 

behaviour rype is spread across all three rypes, and that multi

species fisheries occur in five instances (Table 2). 

ldenrification of h igh -risk penaeid stocks usi ng this array of 

factors is suggested as a measure of directing research rowards 

fisheries where it is mosr likely to provide relevant information 

ro support management needs. fn these fisheries where the 
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stocks are at h igher risk, there also needs to be an increased focus 

on rhe development and maintenance of long-term fishery 

data bases designed to enable both the effects o f fishing effort on 

spawning stocks and the effects of environment and spawning 

stock on recruitment to be determined (Caputi 1992). Penaeid 

stocks assessed to be in the h igh-risk category should also be 

subject to more conservative management under the 
precautionary p rinciple advocated by Garcia (1996). G iven that 

the increasing use of electronic technology by fishermen to 

identify areas of localized srock abundance has the potential to 

significantly increase exploitat ion rates in all penaeid ftsheries, 

monitoring of spawning stock levels should be given increased 

research priority in future. 
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